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THE INTELLIGIBILITY OF JAPANESE SPEAKERS
OF ENGLISH TO NATIVE SPEAKERS
OF ENGLISH
by
Manabu Aoki
July, 1993
This research was conducted to identify the most
important English speech sounds which determine non-native
English speakers' intelligibility to native speakers of
English.

The researcher focused on variation of

pronunciation by Japanese English speakers of differing
levels of proficiency and examined the correlation between
their pronunciation and intelligibility to native speakers.
The results provided some keys to intelligible English
speech and some implications for developing comprehensible
speech in teaching English as a second language or English
as a foreign language.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This research was conducted to provide general findings
as to which English speech sounds were either most or least
crucial for non-native speakers of English to achieve
comprehensible communication with native speakers of
English.

The researcher focused on variation of

pronunciation of Japanese English speakers of differing
levels of proficiency and examined the correlation between
their pronunciation and degree of understanding by
linguistically untrained and naive American students.

The

results provided some keys to the understanding of spoken
English by native speakers and some implications for
e

developing comprehensible speech in teaching ESL or EFL.
Definition of Terms
For this research, terms are defined as follows:
Phonetics.

The study of speech sounds.

Phonology.

The description of the systems and patterns

of sounds that occur in language (Ladefoged, 1993).
Intonation.

When speaking, people generally raise and

lower the pitch of their voice, forming pitch patterns.
They also give some syllables in their utterances a greater
degree of loudness and change their speech rhythm.
phenomena are called intonation (Richards, Platt
1985) .
1

&

These
Weber,
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Pitch .

When we listen to people speaking, we can hear

some sounds or groups of sounds in their speech to be
relatively higher or lower than others.

This height of

speech sounds as perceived by a listener is called "pitch"
(Richards, Platt
Stress.

&

Weber, 1985).

The pronunciation of a word or syllable with

more force than the surrounding words or syllables, i.e.,
when it is produced by using more air from the lungs.
Rhythm.

Rhythm is the pacing of stressed and

unstressed syllables.
Tone.

Height of pitch and change of pitch which is

associated with the pronunciation of syllables or words and
which affects the meaning of tne word (Richards, Platt

&

Weber, 1985).
Replication.

To repeat an assessment.

Language proficiency.

A person's proficiency in using

language for a specific purpose.

Proficiency refers to the

degree of skill with which a person can use a language, such
as how well a person can read, write, speak, or understand
language (Richards, Platt

&

Weber, 1985).

Language

proficiency can be divided into four levels according to the
person's skills in using the language:

beginning,

intermediate, advanced, and fluent.
ESL.

An abbreviation for English as a Second Language.

When a student studies English in an ESL situation, he or
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she has many opportunities to use English as a means of
communication in daily life.
EFL.

An abbreviation for English as a Foreign

Language.

When a student studies English in an EFL

situation, he or she has few opportunities to use English as
a means of communication in daily life.

Settings in which

he or she can use English are usually limited to classroom.
Relevant Linguistic Background
Every language has its own phonological system.

Native

speakers of a given language can perceive and produce the
set of sounds within the system of that language.

The

phonological system is one of the four main components of
language.

To make language operate, the system functions in

an integrated way with the other components, syntax,
semantics, and pragmatics.

This shared knowledge, which is

unconsciously acquired, will enable speaker and hearer of
that language to transmit and perceive thoughts, ideas, and
feelings.

In oral communication the phonological system

determines the realization of the message of a speaker; the
phonological component is the acoustic knowledge that
speakers and hearers of that language depend on to
communicate.
There may be some variations in suprasegmental or
phonemic aspects of the phonological system among even
native speakers of the language due to dialect or idiolect
factors:

"Suprasegmentals are phonetic features such as
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stress, length, tone, and intonation, which are not
properties of single consonants or vowels"
1993).

(Ladefoged,

These suprasegmental features can affect the meaning

of the word or sentence as a whole.

For example, variations

in stress are used in English to distinguish between a noun
and a verb as in an "in-sult"
versus to "in-sult"
"over-flow"
flow"

(first syllable is stressed)

(second syllable is stressed) or an

(first syllable is stressed) versus to "over-

(second syllable is stressed).

In these nouns the

stress is on the first syllable and in the verbs the stress
in on the second syllable.

Thus, variations in stress can

have a grammatical function of English, and can also be used
for contrasted emphasis as in nI want a red hat, not a black
one"

(red receives more stress).
Another feature which can affect the meaning of the

sentence is pitch changes.
stress changes.
intonation.

These can occur independently of

The pitch pattern in a sentence is known as

Intonation (or variations in pitch of voice)

will change according to the type of sentence (statement or
question), or the situation in which the sentence is said by
the speaker.

For example, in the sentence "This is my

sister." the highest pitch will usually occur on the first
syllable of "sis-ter" and the lowest on the second.

In

contrast, in the sentence "Is this your sister?" the first
syllable is usually on a low pitch and the last syllable is
on a high pitch.

In English, intonation can also make it
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possible to change the meaning of a sentence such as "That
is a bird." from statement to question without altering the
order of the words.

If rising intonation is substituted for

a falling one, the question will be produced:
bird?"

(bird received rising intonation).

"That is a

Rhythm is also an

important feature which affects the organization of sounds
in English.

This rhythmic organization is determined by

placement of stress and intonation and contributes to making
a flow of speech.

One distinctive feature of English rhythm

is that it is stress timed.

This means that the heavy

stresses or beats within sentences occur at approximately
equal intervals.

This makes the English rhythm very unique

and different from the syllable-timed rhythm of many other
languages.

A syllable-timed language gives approximately

equal stress and duration to each syllable.

For a person

whose first language is syllable-timed, his or her
production of English often sounds somewhat stacatto and
flat.

While this usually does not interfere with meaning,

it may be distracting to the native English-speaking
listener.

Thus, suprasegmental features extend over more

than one sound in an utterance and give particular or
general meaning to the word or sentence.
"Phoneme is the smallest unit of sound in a language
which can distinguish two words"
1985, p. 214).

(Richards, Platt

&

Weber,

For instance, in English the words "pan" and

"ban" differ only in their initial sound:

"pan" begins with
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/p/ and "ban" with /b/, and "ban" and "bin" differ only in
their vowels: /~/ and /i/; therefore,
/i/ are phonemes of English.
transcription key.)

/p/,

/b/,

/~ /, and

(See Appendix A for phonemic

These two aspects, suprasegrnentals and

phonemes, which determine perception and comprehension of
word or sentence meaning may vary among native speakers of
the language due to dialect or idiolect variations.
In spite of speaking the same language in a country,
some speakers differ in pronunciation from others because of
differences of their regional or social background.
variation is called dialect variation.

This

"Dialect is a

variety of a language, spoken in one part of a country
(regional dialect), or by people belonging to a particular
social class (social dialect or sociolect), which is
different in some words, grammar, and/or pronunciation from
other forms of the same language"
Weber, 1985, p. 80).

(Richards, Platt, and

Dialect is often associated with a

particular type of pronunciation.

This may show the

listener the region or country from where the speaker comes
or the social class to which he or she belongs.
·rhis difference of pronunciation also occurs at the
individual level.
idiolect.

Variation at this level is referred to as

"Idiolect is the language system of an individual

as expressed by the way he or she speaks or writes within
the overall system of a particular language"
Platt

&

Weber, 1985, p. 134).

(Richards,

In a narrow sense, an
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idiolect includes such phonological features as voice
quality, pitch, intonation, and speech rhythm which
distinguish one individual from another.

Thus, each

person's pronunciation may be somewhat different, influenced
by dialect or idiolect factors.

However, some of the

variations in suprasegmental or phonemic aspects do not
markedly affect the meaning of a word or sentence; despite
these variations, all native speakers of the language can
recognize what is being said and communicate in real
conversational settings.

In other words, the language

allows some variations in the two aspects to occur as long
as the variations do not go far enough beyond the
suprasegmental or phonemic constraints of its phonological
system to cause a breakdown of communication.
Factors Regarding The Second Language
Speakers' Intelligibility
In cross-linguistic situations where non-native
speakers of the language communicate with native speakers of
that language, the same phenomenon can be found.

It is

generally said that a person who starts learning another
language after age twelve or thirteen cannot acquire a
native-like pronunciation of that language.

This

restriction will make the person unable to produce precisely
the same sounds or use the exact features of pronunciation
of the native speaker.

This "foreign accent" may affect the

intelligibility to native speakers of the language; however,
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if the non-native speaker's pronunciation is not too far
from that of the native speaker, it is possible for the
latter to match the sound heard with the sound or feature a
native speaker would use without too much difficulty.

This

phenomenon, found in both monolingual and cross-linguistic
settings, would suggest that every language provides its
speakers with suprasegmental or phonemic constraints that
have to do with a change of meaning of utterances, and that
it allows some variations in the phonological system to
occur unless the variations involve a change of meaning of
utterances.
It follows from this that what is important is not how
strictly a speaker of the language follows the constraints
of the phonological system, but how intelligible his or her
speech is in that language.

Kenworthy (1990) states that

"Intelligibility is being understood by a listener at a
given time in a given situation.

. the more words a

listener is able to identify accurately when said by a
particular speaker, the more intelligible that speaker is."
(p. 13)

If the non-native speaker substitutes one sound or

feature of pronunciation for another, and the result is that
the native speaker hears a different word or phrase from the
one the non-native speaker was aiming to say, his or her
speech is considered unintelligible.

Likewise, if the non-

native speaker substitutes a sound in a particular word, but
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that word is nonetheless understood, then the speech is
considered intelligible.
Intelligibility is affected by factors regarding both
speaker and listener.

If for example, the speech of the

non-native speaker substitutes a sound in a particular word,
but that word is nonetheless understood, then the speech is
considered intelligible.
However, if for example, the speech of the non-native
speaker is full of self-corrections, hesitations,
grammatical restructurings, and/or idiosyncratic speech
habits, then listeners will tend to find what he or she says
difficult to follow.

Kenworthy (1990) mentions that:

It has been found that speakers who hesitate a lot also
tend to have many pronunciation problems. There may
well be a link between lack of confidence about
pronunciation and pauses and hesitations, which in turn
make the person difficult to understand. (p. 14)
Kenworthy (1990) also gives an example of idiosyncratic
speech habits of Chinese learners of English,
Some Chinese learners of English may use a kind of tag
word at the end of each phrase, a carry-over from
conversational Chinese.
It sounds like 'la' and is
roughly equivalent to the way English speakers
interpolate 'Ok?' into their speech, but this unusual
sound can confuse a native listener, who may think it
is an English word. (p. 14)
The factors which affect a person's intelligibility on
the part of listener are "the listener's familiarity with
the foreign accent and his or her ability to use contextual
clues when listening"

(Kenworthy, 1990).

If a listener has

many opportunities to listen to a particular type of accent,
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it will be easier for him or her to understand it.

In other

words, the more opportunities a person has to listen to a
particular type of pronunciation, the more easily
intelligible that pronunciation is to him or her.
The other factor is that some listeners may be more
skillful than others in using clues from the other parts of
the sentence to make out a particular word.
cannot catch the particular word,

Even if they

if the topic of

conversation is clear and there are many meaningful clues,
the listeners may be able to grasp the meaning of that word,
the pronunciation of which would have confused them
completely if it had been said in isolation.

Thus,

intelligibility is determined not only by phonological
factors, but also by several other types of speaker and
listener factors.
The researcher focused only on the phonological aspect;
specifically, the correlation between suprasegmental or
phonemic features of Japanese speakers of English and
intelligibility as perceived by native speakers of English.
Problem of the Research
Japanese English speakers, as well as other non-native
speakers of English, may have particular English speech
sounds that they cannot perceive or produce with predictable
accuracy.

This is because these sounds do not exist at all

or as separate phonemes in their native language.

For

instance, consonant sounds, Jr/ and /1/, are distinct for
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speakers of English, but these two sounds fall into the same
phoneme for speakers of Japanese; as a result, many Japanese
speakers cannot hear or produce the distinction between /r/
and /1/.

Since a phoneme distinguishes one word from

another, it could lead to miscommunication if non-native
speakers of English cannot perceive and produce a difference
between English phonemes.

However, the non-native speakers

do not need to differentiate between English phonemes as
precisely as the native speakers in both perception and
production.

Instead, they must know the phonemic

differences between English and their native language and
acquire an ability to hear and produce the phonemic
variation in English accurately enough to communicate.

Ur

(1984) also suggests that it is essential for the speaker of
the second language to achieve familiarity with phonemes of
that language as soon as possible.

In particular, Ur

emphasizes the correlation between pronunciation and
listening comprehension.

"If he learns to pronounce the

sounds accurately himself, it will be much easier for him to
hear them correctly when said by someone else"

(Ur, 1984,

p. 12) .

This writer's research was only concerned with the
intelligibility of Japanese speakers of English to native
speakers of English.

This research therefore centered on

the production of English by Japanese speakers;
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specifically, which English speech sounds they cannot
pronounce correctly.
Purpose of the Research
The research was designed to help determine which
suprasegmental or phonemic variables were either most or
least crucial to native English speakers' perception and
comprehension of English spoken by Japanese speakers of
English.

In communicating with native speakers of English

orally, the non-native speakers must reach a certain
suprasegmental and phonemic proficiency level in English at
which they can make themselves intelligible.

They may be

allowed to vary in their production of English phonemes or
in the suprasegmental features to some extent, because some
variations in the aspects can be found among even native
speakers of English.

This research also was intended to

describe which suprasegmental or phonemic variables were
crucial in learning English pronunciation to become
intelligible speakers of English.
The research focused on the intelligibility of Japanese
speakers of English to native speakers of English and
investigated the relationship between their suprasegmental
and phonemic features and intelligibility as rated by the
native speakers of English.

The investigator identified the

mispronounced English speech sounds of the Japanese English
speakers and analyzed how these sounds correlated with the
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English speakers' perception and comprehension of English
spoken by the Japanese speakers of English.
This research will be particularly useful for teaching
Japanese students because it will help the teachers deepen
their understanding of suprasegmental or phonemic
differences between the English and Japanese languages.
This will make it easier to determine the target sounds of
their students in both comprehension and production.

This

research will also have implications for teaching other nonnative speakers because all non-native speakers of English
must reach a certain level of suprasegmental or phonemic
accuracy to make themselves intelligible in English.

This

research was intended to help provide a key to success for
non-native speakers of English in achieving comprehensible
communication with native speakers of English.
The remaining chapters of this research are organized
as follows:

Chapter Two is a review and analysis of the

literature on the subject of the intelligibility of Japanese
speakers of English to native speakers of English.

Chapter

Three includes procedures used in completing the research
and limitations of the research.

Chapter Four includes the

analysis of the data and discussion of the results.
Five contains the summary and suggestions for further
research.

Chapter

CHAPTER 2
Review and Analysis of Literature
This research was concerned with the intelligibility of
Japanese English speakers to linguistically naive native
speakers of English.

Studies of speech perception have

found that the intelligibility of speech is due to various
factors including pronunciation and intonation, the
listener's ability to predict parts of the message, the
location of pauses in the utterance, the grammatical
complexity of sentences, and the speed with which utterances
are produced.

All these factors must be considered to

determine how intelligible a person's speech is when
produced in interactive communicational settings.

This

research was intended to give information on the specific
relationship between phonological aspects and
intelligibility to native speakers of English.
This chapter reviews literature on phonological factors
affecting the intelligibility of non-native speakers of
English in general, and phonological problems of Japanese
English speakers of English which can affect their
intelligibility to native speakers of English.
Wong (1987) states:
Sounds of language are less crucial for understanding
than the way they are organized.
The rhythm and
intonation of English are two major organizing
structures that native speakers rely on to process
speech. Moreover, intonation as a form of linguistic
gesture plays an important role in the establishment
and maintenance of social harmony. (p. 21)
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Wong (1987) also emphasizes the importance of rhythm in
learning English pronunciation to avoid miscommunication
with native English speakers:
The rhythm of English is one of the most difficult
features for non-native speakers to learn and for
native speakers to unlearn when studying other
languages. The rhythm of the language is characterized
by the timing pattern of successive syllables.
In many
languages other than English, every syllable is given
about the same length.
By contrast, English syllables
vary in length. A word may be composed of sequence of
a short syllable followed by a long syllable and a
short syllable, as in the word "successive." This
variation is typical at sentence level as well,
although sentences with monobeats, that is,
monosyllabic words of equal length, can be found. An
example is the farewell given by an astronaut to a
satellite he had just repaired:
"There that bad boy
goes." Because sentences composed of monobeats are
atypical in English, they call attention to themselves.
Compare "Now hear this!" with one beat per word to
"Listen to this!" with tw6 beats of an equal time in
the first word. The former with its monobeats carries
a greater sense of urgency than the latter.
It is not uncommon for learners consciously to
impose the rhythmic patterns of their native language
on the new language, unaware that rhythm is variable in
either native or target language. As a consequence of
applying monobeats to English, non-native speakers
sometimes unwittingly draw abnormal attention to what
they say, even being mistakenly perceived to be
insistent. Aside from the hazard of being misjudged,
not knowing the rhythmic system of English is likely to
interfere with communication in general because as it
was mentioned earlier, rhythm is an organizing
principle of speech. (pp. 22-23)
It is now clear that the key to the rhythmic sense of
English is syllable length.

Wong (1987) provides five

factors which describe it:
1. Stress. Stressed syllables are longer than
those that are not.
Stressed syllables are those that
are marked in the dictionary as stressed.
2. Accent. Accented syllables are longer than
those that are not. Accented syllables are the ones
that are made prominent by the intonation contour.
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3. Vowel type. Full vowels are longer than
reduced vowels. There are three reduced vowels: the
mid central vowel / 9 I also known as "schwa," the front
vowel /i/ which is the final sound found in some
speakers' pronunciation of the cord "city," and the
back vowel /J /, which is the final sound found in some
speaker's pronunciation of the word "potato"
reduced vowels should be pronounced with relaxed tongue
and lips and more quickly than a full vowel.
4. Syllable structure. Syllables may end in a
consonant (a closed syllable) or a vowel (an open
syllable). An open syllable is longer than a closed
syllable.
In closed syllables, the length is also
conditioned by the nature of the consonants whether
they are voiced or voiceless, stops or continuants
. Closed syllables ending in voiced consonants are
longer than those ending in voiceless consonants.
Closed syllables that end in continuants (for example,
/ml, In/, /f/, /v/, /w/, Ir/, /s/, /z/), are longer
than those that end in stops (for example, /p/, /t/,
!kl, lb/, Id/, and /g/).
5.
Pauses.
Pauses should generally occur at
phrasal boundaries as opposed to at the end of every
word or even at the end of syllables within a word.
(pp . 2 3 - 2 4 )
'
Wong (1987) describes intonation as follows:
Like rhythm, intonation in English contributes to
the structure and interpretation of information in
speech. Whereas contrasting syllable length is the
basis of rhythm, variations in pitch give form to
intonation. Rises and falls in pitch are similar to
those in music.
In fact, intonation has been described
as the melody of speech. These pitch rises and falls,
when they serve to make something stand out as
important, are referred to as accent .
. While
accent is an element of intonation, it is at the same
time an element of rhythm because it also effects
syllable length . .
Intonation makes words stand out by creating peaks
and valleys of pitch. Accenting a syllable with a high
or low pitch, compared with the pitch on the
surrounding syllables, makes both the syllable and the
word it is in more noticeable. This capability
provides a speaker with a way to highlight certain
information, because of its newness, informativeness,
or interest, and backgrounding other information,
because of its redundancy, lesser importance, or lack
of interest. (p. 55)
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Wong (1987) refers to problems that non-native speakers
of English have with intonation in English:
Non-native speakers who are unfamiliar with the
way English uses pitches will often apply their native
language rules to English. For example, in Tagalog a
word is emphasized by shifting its stressed syllable
and lengthening the newly stressed syllable. We can
see this rule being applied in the following statement
made by a Filipino congressman:
"This is an aMENDment
to an aMENDment to an amendMENT" (Dacanay and Bowen,
1963). The stressed syllable, normally on the second
syllable of "amendment," is shifted by the Filipino
speaker to the third syllable (the stressed syllables
are represented in capital letters).
If his intent was
to emphasize the last "amendment," it would be missed
by the English speaker, who would expect the pitch to
be most prominent on the second syllable of the third
"amendment." Just as speakers of other languages often
apply native language intonation rules to English,
English speakers approaching another language are
likely to expect intonation to operate in the same way
that it does in English. Learners of German, for
example, may be surprised'to find that the function of
intonation in English to express shades of feelings is
carried out in German by modal particles, such as
"Doch' and "Etwa" (Schubiger, 1972). Another reason
why non-native speakers' accentual pattern may differ
from that of English is that they may try to
approximate the patterns of English. Consider this
example: "Tonight we are going to sing a program of
German SONGS, French SONGS, and Italian SONGS" (example
from Davis, 1981). The speaker may have known that
English uses stress but not how to choose the words to
stress. (pp. 56-57)
Thus, Wong claims that rhythm and intonation play a
major role in conveying the message of a speaker in English,
and lack of recognition of these two characteristics may
lead non-native speakers to miscommunicate with native
speakers of English.
Kenworthy (1990) deals with learner pronunciation
strategies which can lead to intelligibility problems:
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Sound substitutions.
If a speaker substitutes one
sound for another, this may cause difficulties for the
listener.
Some sound substitutions are not very
serious and the chances that the word will be correctly
identified by the listener are good, because the
substituted sound is close enough, to count as the
same, to the listener.
But in some instances the
learner may substitute a sound which also happens to be
a significant sound in English, a sound in its own
right. For example, many speakers whose native
languages do not have the ;8 / sound as in "thick" will
substitute the sound /s/ as in "sick" for it. But 181
is also a significant sound of English, so, in a sense,
one sound has collided and fused with another in the
learner's speech. The two words "sick" and "thick"
will be pronounced exactly the same. Unless context
helps the listener, or this feature of non-native
speech is familiar, the listener will have to decide
whether the speaker said, "My friend is sick" or "My
friend is thick" (i.e., stupid).
Sound deletions. Another set of problems might be
given the cover term "deletion," where the speaker
leaves out a sound.
In the case of consonants, a
single consonant at the beginning, middle, or end of a
word may be deleted, or one or two of the consonants in
a group or cluster may be deleted. An example would be
the word "hold" pronounced without the final /d/; it
would sound line "hole."
Sound insertions. Non-native speakers may add
sounds. For example, many learners when pronouncing
words like "speak," "spoon," or "Spain" add a short
vowel sound at the beginning of these words.
So
"speak" may sound like "a-speak," a two-syllable word.
Links between words. All the above problems
concern sounds within a word, but there may also be
problems at borders of words.
In English, word
boundaries are "negotiated" in certain ways:
sometimes
a linking sound is used, sometimes one sound merges
with another, and sometimes a composite sound is used .
. If learners do not use these typical English
features, or, even more crucially, if they use very
jifferent ways of linking words, then it can be very
difficult for English listeners to identify the phrases
in an utterance or the words that belong together.
Chinese learners often do not use smooth transitions;
this can make their speech sound very staccato and
jerky. Other speakers tend to insert short sounds
between words. For example, an Italian learner might
say the following:
"It's a big-a one (for 'It's a big
one').
These un-English ways of linking words make
life very difficult for the English listener.
In the
above example, the listener may try to attach the extra
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sound to words already identified and might come up
with:
"It's a bigger one."
When confronted by poor linkage, listeners may
have the feeling that they are "lost" in the stream of
speech.
The use of stress.
In English there is a special
relation between the different parts of a word . . . in
an English word of two or more syllables, one of these
will have "prominence" or "stress." That syllable is
perceived as prominent because of a complex of features
such as loudness, length of vowel, etc.
If the learner
doesn't stress one syllable more than another, or
stresses the wrong syllable, it may be very difficult
for the listener to identify the word. This is because
the stress pattern of a word is an important part of
its identity for the native speaker. There is a great
deal of evidence that native speakers rely very much on
the stress pattern of words when they are listening.
In fact, experiments have demonstrated that often when
a native speaker mishears a word, it is because the
foreigner has put the stress in the wrong place, not
because he or she mispronounced the sounds of the
word ... the listener is paying as much attention to
stress pattern as to the individual sounds.
The use of rhythm. ~nglish has a characteristic
rhythm and listeners expect to hear all speakers use
this rhythm.
It is therefore absolutely vital that
learners use the rhythm that is characteristic of
English. (pp. 16-19)
Contemporary views hold that intonation and rhythm
provide native speakers of English with clues which are as
important to grasp speech as the clues provided by
individual phonemes.

In addition, suprasegmental features

help speakers to convey not only word meaning but
information about themselves to the listeners as well.

The

findings of this study suggest that suprasegmental features
are very important factors which determine the
intelligibility of speech to native speakers of English.
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Pronunciation Problems
for Japanese English Speakers
Japanese English speakers may have particular English
speech sounds which they cannot pronounce accurately because
of negative transfer from Japanese.

This section describes

which English speech sounds Japanese English speakers tend
to mispronounce and reasons why they cannot articulate those
sounds.
An article by Sakow (1974) centers on the English tone-

group which is one of the three important factors for
proficiency with English rhythm:

individual word

pronunciation, stress and intonation of a sentence, and
structure of the tone-group.

English rhythm formation and

character are fundamentally different from those of
Japanese; if Japanese people do not grasp the features of
the English tone-group, it may be difficult to attain
proficiency with English rhythm.

The author points out that

there is a great number of Japanese who can understand
newspaper-level English by reading, but few people who can
grasp well-spoken English.

He attributed this defect or

disparity of the ability to understand spoken English to the
teaching method used in junior and senior high school, where
the written form and analysis are much more emphasized.

In

this article, he gives an example of how Japanese students
tend to read an English sentence with different
characteristics from native English speakers.

The sentence
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he used as an example was "I think that it was true."
sentence is divided into two tone-groups:
"that it was true."

This

"I think" and

When a native speaker reads this

sentence, he or she puts major stress on "think" and "true•
and minor stress on "I," "that," "it," and "was;" however,
according to the author, when a Japanese speaker reads the
same sentence, he or she puts major stress on "that."
In this article, Sakow concludes that sentences must be
comprehended through catching the appropriate rhythmic
sounds of the language.

English rhythm is so different from

that of Japanese that Japanese people cannot grasp English
without learning the characteristics of English rhythm from
tonetic practice.

The most important fact is that English

rhythm may be mastered only by extensively practicing word
pronunciation, stress and intonation of a sentence, and
tone-group.
The Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreation, Toronto
(1980) addresses the problems of English pronunciation by
Japanese people.

The article states that Japanese have

difficulty contrasting /h/ and /f/ because in Japanese every
phrase containing /h/ before /uw/ is paralleled by an
otherwise identical synonymous phrase containing /f/
instead.

Every phrase containing /f/ is paralleled by an

otherwise identical synonymous phrase containing /h/
instead.
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This article also found that Japanese people have
difficulty contrasting /1/ and /r/.
are both short alveolar flaps.

Japanese /1/ and /r/

Every phrase containing

Japanese /1/ is paralleled by an otherwise identical
synonymous phrase containing /r/ instead.

/1/ is less

common than /r/ and in the speech of many persons does not
occur at all.
The following consonant sounds do not exist in
Japanese:

/ 6 / as in

11

thank," /

J" /

and in "then," and /v/

as in "yery."
According to the Ontario Ministry of Culture (1980),
Japanese students tend to introduce a vowel between a final
consonant of one syllable or word and an initial consonant
of the next syllable or word.
example, would be pronounced as

The word "hopeful," for

;h~wpu~uwruw;.

They also

found that students tend to transfer the staccato syllabletimed rhythm of Japanese to English.
In an article by Iwatake in the handbook "Bridging the
Asian Language and Cultural Gap" produced by the Los Angeles
Unified School District in California (1974), the author
indicates the following problem phonemes for the language of
Japanese:
/f/ as in ".fan," /0/ as in "think," /r/ as in ".r:,ing,"
/p/ as in ".Q.an," /a/ as in "on," /u/ as in "book,";.:,; as
in "ball," /v/ as in "yiolin," /~/ as in "they," /fr/ as in
"frog," /tr/ as in "tree," /dr/ as in "drum," /br/ as in
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"bread," /kr/ as in "crown," /gr/ as in "filape,"

;er I

as in

"three," /sp/ as in "212.oon," /st/ as in "stove," /sk/ as in
"skates," /sl/ as in "slide," /str/ as in "stripe," /spl/ as
in ".fil2.lit," /skr/ as in "screw."

These particular sounds

are non-existent in the Japanese language.
Iwataki (1974) describes and compares the sounds of
English and Japanese in order to show the difference between
English and Japanese.

He states that Japanese have the /z/

sound, but not /ziy/ combination.

Words like "zero" and

"zebra" are difficult for them.
The combination of /siy/ in Japanese is pronounced like

/Ji yI.

Problems for Japanese speakers of English,

particularly at the beginning level, are words like "see,"
"seat," "seed," etc.
Japanese have both /

+-5 I

and / d

)

not occur in the word-final position.

I sounds, but they do
This creates problems

for Japanese in words like "church" and "judge."
Japanese do not have /1/ and /r/.
sound in between.

What they have is a

It is produced by the movement of the tip

of the tongue touching the palate and releasing it.
sound is somewhere between the American /1/,

Its

/r/ and /d/.

The Japanese language has no consonants in the wordfinal position; therefore, many English words ending in
consonants often cause pronunciation problems.

Japanese

students have a tendency either to drop the final consonant
in the English word or to add an extra vowel or epenthetic
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vowel to the English word.

This partially explains why the

English third person singular "s" in the present tense verb,
plural "s," and the past tense ending "-ed" are difficult
for Japanese ESL students.

For further illustration, two

examples of English loan words in Japanese are presented:
"apaato" in Japanese for "apartment" in English and "hoteru"
in Japanese for "hotel" in English.
Consonant clusters are usually difficult for Japanese
speakers of English because their symbols are "cv"
consonant-vowel type; therefore, English consonant clusters
are often simplified or split when these speakers try to
produce them.

For example, the English word "dress" is

pronounced like "doresu" in Ja~anese and "gift" is
pronounced like "gifuto" in Japanese.
Japanese do not have dipthongs.

However, they have

lengthening of a vowel to inverse its duration.
example, the Japanese word for "big," "ookii,
with a lengthening of the two vowels.

11

For
is pronounced

The correspondence

between the vowel sounds of English and those of Japanese
are more complicated than the correspondence between the
consonant sounds.
Another group of difficult sounds involves the
following English vowels:
"sail," /el as in

11

liyl as in

11

_ , " leyl as in
feel

there," and lo:.! as in "shall."

Because

Japanese do not have the vowel lo:./ and also because this
group of vowels often comes before the Ill sound or the Ir/
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sound in English, they become quite difficult for Japanese
students.
The English sounds mentioned above could predictably
cause pronunciation problems for Japanese speakers because
of the non-existence or the distribution of these sounds.
There are some English speech sounds that Japanese
speakers cannot pronounce accurately.

This is because they

usually apply rules of the Japanese sound system when
speaking English.

This application of the Japanese sound

rules can be one of the most important factors which affect
Japanese English speakers' intelligibility to native
speakers of English.
Chapter Three contains procedures used in completing
the research and limitations of the research.

CHAPTER 3
The Procedure
Introduction
This research examined which suprasegmental or phonemic
variables were either most or least crucial to perception
and comprehension of English spoken by Japanese speakers of
English, as rated by linguistically naive native speakers of
English.

Chapter Three presents a description of the source

of data, the instruments used, an outline of the methods and
procedures used for the research, and the limitations of the
research.
In order to get information on the suprasegmental or
phonemic variables which were either most or least crucial
to perception and comprehension, the researcher took speech
samples from a number of Japanese English speakers and then
had those rated by a number of linguistically naive English
speakers.

The speech samples rated highest and lowest in

intelligibility were then analyzed to ascertain the specific
suprasegmental and phonemic variables which were most
crucial to intelligibility.
Source of Data
rhe basic source of the Japanese English tapes was
twenty female Japanese students at Central Washington
University.

Nine of these students were ESL students and

eleven of them were regular students.
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Ratings of intelligibility and lack of intelligibility
were acquired with thirteen female and six male American
students at Central Washington University.
were enrolled in Central's Anthropology 180,

These students
"Introduction

to Linguistics" course, as a requirement for education or
anthropology majors.

They were not particularly interested

in Japanese, or linguistics, and completed ratings as extra
credit.
Material
The researcher selected a passage from a commercial ESL
text which was intended for the intermediate level.

The

selected passage was designed !or improving students'
reading comprehension.

The researcher selected this passage

because it provided a sufficient variety of sounds to
reflect adequately the English sound system.

Furthermore,

since the passage was designed to improve reading
comprehension by intermediate level students, the words and
phrases in that passage were carefully chosen to give
appropriate input to the students.

Because of this, those

words and phrases were familiar and easy for the Japanese
students to recognize.

The students' familiarity with the

words and phrases helped to prevent individual variation in
the difficulty of reading from being a factor for the
ratings of the students' speech by the American students.
In other words, their familiarity enabled the American
students to rate the students' speech on the basis of
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pronunciation, without being distracted by how well or
poorly a given student read the passage.

(This passage is

attached as Appendix B.)
Procedures
This research was conducted in fall, 1992.

The speech

samples used for this research were collected from twenty
female Japanese students at Central Washington University.
These students were chosen at random from the total of
Japanese students at CWU and asked to read the selected
passage in English.

Each student did her reading in

isolation in a private study room for graduate students at
Central's library.

The researcher gave each of them a

certain amount of time to read the passage silently and
become familiar with it before she started.

Some of the

students asked the researcher how to pronounce particular
words.

In that case, he encouraged them to look them up in

a dictionary so that they could show their own pronunciation
without being influenced by that of the researcher.

The

reading of each student was recorded on an audio-cassette
tape; three tapes were used for twenty readings.

Individual

numbers were assigned to each reader to ensure anonymity.
Intelligibility ratings were collected from nineteen
American students (thirteen female and six male) who were
enrolled in the "Introduction to Linguistics" course at CWU.
They were asked to listen to each of the three tapes and
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rate the readers on the degree of intelligibility using a
scale from one to ten.
Each student did his or her rating in isolation in the
linguistic laboratory at the anthropology building of CWU.
He or she used the cassette-tape player set up in the
laboratory to listen to the tapes and put down his or her
rating of the readers on a scoring sheet made up for this
research.
The researcher allowed each listener to define each
numbered rating; as a result, there were some differences in
the size of scale by different raters.

For instance, some

of the raters gave their highest ranked readers a score of
ten while others gave their's

a

score of seven; however,

this research was concerned with assessments of which speech
samples were ranked high or low rather than specific
numerical scores and all the raters demonstrated a high
level of agreement in this assessment.
The three speech samples which were consistently rated
high were then compared with the three speech samples which
were consistently rated low and their suprasegmental and
phonemic differences were analyzed.

This analysis showed

salient distinctions between the two groups of speech
samples in both suprasegmental and phonemic aspects.
Limitations of the Research
The speech samples used for this research were
collected from only twenty female Japanese students at
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Central Washington University.

Since there is a big

difference between male and female in voice quality which
can affect a listener's perception and comprehension of
speech, the findings are more related to the intelligibility
of female Japanese speakers of English to native speakers of
English.

The researcher did not have the same number of

male and female raters; however, their agreement on the
ratings was so great in the extreme that differences in
ability to understand speech seem to have no relationship to
gender of listener.
Chapter Four includes the analysis of data and
discussion of the results.

CHAPTER 4

Results
The purpose of this research was to help determine
which suprasegmental or phonemic variables were either most
or least crucial to native English speakers' perception and
comprehension of English spoken by Japanese speakers of
English.

The findings of this research were based on the

analysis of suprasegmental and phonemic differences between
the three speech samples which were consistently rated low.
The nineteen American students who were asked to be raters
demonstrated a high level of agreement in their assessments
of which speech samples were ranked high or low.

To

illustrate the high level of agreement, the researcher first
identified the three speech samples which received the
highest ratings and the three which received the lowest
ratings.

This information is displayed in Table One; Three

Highest and Three Lowest Rated Speech Samples:
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TABLE ONE
Three Highest and Three Lowest Rated Speech Samples
Rater:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

0

p

Q

R

s

High rated sam2les

ss
ss
ss

10:

10

7

9

7

9

7

9

7

9

8

6

8 10

7

8

9

9

7

9

17:

9

2

9

5

8

6

8

8

9

7

6

7

7

6

7

6

8

7

9

19:

10

5

9

4

8

6

6

9

7

7

9

8 10

5

7

6

8

5 10

E:

29 14 27 16 25 19 23 24 25 22 21 23 27 18 22 21 25 19 28

Low rated sam2les

ss
ss
ss

11:

5

1

2

1

4

1

2

0

3

4

0

3

3

3

2

4

4

6

1

13:

4

1

2

1

4

1

2

2

3

2

1

4

3

3

3

3

3

6

1

16:

5

1

2

1

4

0

1

3

3

2

1

3

5

3

3

2

3

5

0

E:

14

3

6

3 12

2

5

5

9

8

2 10 11

9

8

9 10 17

2

As can be seen, every rater, except rater "R", rated each
high speech sample higher than he or she rated each low
speech sample.
To further illustrate the high level of agreement
across all raters, the researcher summed each rater's three
scores for the highest speech samples and three scores for
the lowest speech samples.

He then subtracted the summed

low scores from the summed high scores to get the aggregate
difference score for each rater.
displayed in Table Two:

This information is

Difference Scores by Rater:

between the sum (L) of the three high rated speech samples
and that of the three low rated speech samples:
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TABLE TWO
Difference Scores by Rater

A B C D E F

Rater:

G H I

.,.

u

K

L

M

N

0

P Q R S

of h~gh score:

29 14 27 16 25 19 23 24 25 22 21 23 27 18 22 21 25 19 28

oflowscore:

14

Difference
Score:

3

6

312

2

5

5

9

8

21011

15 11 21 13 13 17 18 19 16 14 19 13 16

9

8

91017

9 14 12 15

2

2 26

Most of the aggregate difference scores are more than ten
points; there was one aggregate difference score of nine and
another of two.

As can be seen, all nineteen raters agreed

as to which speech samples were more or less comprehensible;
furthermore, their rating showed a substantial spread of
scores given.

It is useful to,remember in this regard that

the raters received neither training nor criteria against
which they were to assess each speech sample.
Comparison of Suprasegmental and
Phonemic Features Between The Two Groups
Suprasegmental features:
The two groups of speech samples showed substantial
differences in the suprasegmental features of intonation,
stress, and rhythm.

While the high rated speech samples

were markedly characterized by variations in pitch of voice
according to the system of English intonation, the low rated
speech samples consistently lacked this characteristic.

The

pitch of the high rated speech samples were markedly
characterized by variations in pitch of voice according to
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the system of English intonation, the low rated speech
samples consistently lacked this characteristic.

The pitch

of the high rated speech samples varied high or low,
depending on what type of word they had in a sentence.

For

example, content words which convey more meaning such as
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs were stressed with
higher pitch than function words which carry less meaning
such as conjunctions, prepositions, and articles.

In

addition, if a content word was more significant than
another in the context of the sentence, the word was
stressed with higher pitch and was made the most prominent
in the sentence.
Another characteristic of"intonation of the high rated
speech samples was that they adjusted the degree of rise and
fall of the pitch according to where they paused in the
sentence.

For instance, when they paused at the end of a

subordinate clause as in "When the Boston marathon was run
for the first time," they stressed "first" with a little
rising pitch and ended "time" with level pitch.

When they

paused at the end of a sentence, they finished it with
falling pitch.

In fact,

there were some variations in the

degree of rise and fall of the pitch among the speech
samples; however, each of the speech samples seemed to
provide the listeners with indications of whether a speech
sample paused at the middle of a sentence or at the end
because, despite the inconsistency in degree of the pitch,
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each sample showed its own pitch variations according to the
context of a sentence.
The low rated speech samples did not consistently
demonstrate the same type of pitch variations as the high
rated speech samples.

Their intonation was characterized by

stressing every word in a sentence with an equal pitch
level.

In other words, whereas the high rated speech

samples gave the different pitch level to words, depending
on whether they were content words or function words or
significant words in a sentence, the low rated speech
samples gave equal pitch level to every word in a sentence
regardless of what type of word it was.

One exception noted

was that one of the speech samples stressed a modal
auxiliary "would" prominently with higher pitch than any
other words.

This modal auxiliary "would" appeared twice in

the selected passage and that speech sample gave the highest
pitch to it both times.

Although there was the exception in

intonation patterns of the low rated speech samples, this
phenomenon of giving "would" higher pitch indicated that
their intonation patterns were formed with no relationship
to type of word.
Another characteristic was that because of giving equal
pitch level to every word in a sentence, the low rated
speech samples failed to provide the listeners with any
clues about whether a sentence continued or ended.

They

never signaled that they paused at the middle of a sentence
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or finished it by rising or falling pitch as did the high
rated speech samples.
Thus, while the high rated speech samples gave the
listeners much information about what contexts of the
sentences they wanted to emphasize and whether the sentence
continued or ended using intonation, the low rated speech
samples did not achieve this level of function of English
intonation.
Just like intonation, stress and rhythm were also big
factors in the suprasegmental features which differentiated
between the high and low rated speech samples.

While the

high rated speech samples showed a coherent tendency to put
stress on the right syllables within words, the low rated
speech samples had a great tendency to either over-stress
unstressed syllables or place equal stress on each syllable
within a word.

In other words, the high rated speech

samples made a distinction between the stressed and
unstressed syllables within a word, but the low rated speech
samples did not make that distinction.

As a result, the

latter speech samples stressed words mono-syllabically.
Changing of the stress pattern of words in English can cause
a change of meaning in many cases; therefore, misplacing of
the stress points which was found among the low rated speech
samples could affect the listeners' understanding of meaning
of a word or word group that they pronounced or make the
word group almost unintelligible.
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This difference in stress between the two groups of
speech samples was also a factor which affected their
characteristics of intonation.

As stated earlier, the high

rated speech samples were characterized by variations in
pitch of voice and the low rated speech samples consistently
lacked this characteristic.

In English, stressed syllables

receive louder and higher pitch.

The accuracy of stressing

the right syllables within words provided the high rated
speech samples with the basic English intonation pattern.
This pattern was never found among the low rated speech
samples.
These different characteristics found in stress also
differentiated between the higfi and low rated speech samples
in English rhythm.

The key to rhythmic sense of English is

syllable length and stress is one of the factors which
affect it; i.e., stressed syllables are longer than those
that are not.

In other words, the words pronounced by the

high rated speech samples grasped the basic English rhythmic
pattern with a difference in syllable length or stress time
while those pronounced by the low rated speech samples
lacked this feature with equal syllable length or stress
time.

Furthermore, these different characteristics affected

the length of time that the two groups of speech samples
took to read sentences.
utterances in particular:

The researcher studied two
one was composed of thirteen

syllables containing two stressed syllables; the other had
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nine syllables with four stressed syllables.
these two utterances make a sentence.

When combined,

The researcher

compared the length of time it took each speech sample to
read these two utterances.

These utterances are:

"When the

Boston Marathon was run for the first time," and "it
attracted fifteen participants."

This comparison showed

that the two utterances were read with almost the same time
by the high rated speech samples, but the first utterance
was read with a longer time than the second by the low rated
speech samples.

One of the high rated speech samples read

the utterances with a little more difference in the length
of time than the other two high rated speech samples.

This

speech sample took a longer time to read the first utterance
than the second when compared with the other two high rated
speech samples.

This was because the high rated speech

sample placed a little more stress on the words "was" and
"for" in the first utterance than the other two high rated
speech samples.

Since in English rhythm the length of time

taken to say a sentence is determined by the number of
stressed syllables, not the total number of syllables in the
sentence, the different characteristics that the high and
low rated speech samples had in stress also discriminated
between them in terms of the length of time taken to read
sentences.

Thus, stress is a very important factor which

contributes to the meaning of a word and to forming the
basic intonational and rhythmic patterns in English.
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Another factor which affected the rhythm of the two
groups of speech samples was pauses.

"Pauses should

generally occur at phrasal boundaries as opposed to at the
end of every word or even at the end of syllables within a
word"

(Wong, 1987, p. 24).

One of the high rated speech

samples, in reading the selected passage, paused perfectly
at phrasal or thought group boundaries.

The two other high

rated speech samples had a pause at the same place in a
sentence where they should not.

The sentence was,

"You

would have to be able to run 42.195 kilometers . .
of them paused after "be."

II

Both

Other than this, however, they

had no pauses that occurred at a wrong place.

In contrast,

the pauses of the low rated speech samples occurred at
various places regardless of phrasal or thought group
boundaries.

One tendency noticed was that the low rated

speech samples frequently paused at the end of each word.
This was assumed to happen partly because they also tended
to pronounce every syllable with equal length.

The

researcher identified other pauses that occurred at wrong
places; however, since these pauses were distributed
inconsistently by each speech sample, he decided to show how
many times each speech sample paused at phrasal or thought
group boundaries rather than to give examples of the pause
distributions by each speech sample.

(The selected passage

was composed of thirty phrasal boundaries.)
nine times, another:

One sample:

seven times, and the other:

six
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times.

These figures indicated that there was little

relationship between their pauses and phrasal or thought
group boundaries.

This difference between the high and low

rated speech samples in pauses also affected the rhythmic
pattern of each group of speech samples.
Thus, the suprasegmental features,

intonation, stress,

and rhythm, which includes pauses were prominent
characteristics of speech that differentiated between the
high and low rated speech samples.
Consonants:
This comparison provided some consonants that
distinguished between the high and low rated speech samples
in their pronunciation.

; e;, ; 3;, /f;, and /s/.

Those·consonants were:

/1/,

/r/,

While the high rated speech

samples consistently pronounced these consonants with
accuracy, the low rated speech samples had more variable
articulation as a result of substituting Japanese
corresponding consonants for the English ones:

Japanese

ambiguous /1/ plus /r/: apical alveolar retroflexed tap,
similar to a combination of /1/ and Spanish tapped /r/ for
both /1/ and /r/, Japanese voiceless bilabial fricative for
/f/,

/s/ for ;e;, /z/ for/~/, and
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for /s/.

One

characteristic of the substitution for /s/ which was
consistently found among the low rated speech samples was
that /s/ was misarticulated only when it was followed by the
English vowel /iy/ and pronounced

1J1p

instead of /siy/.
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The pronunciation of /1/ and /r/ was also a distinctive
feature of the two groups of the speech samples.

The high

rated speech samples coherently pronounced the difference
between /1/ and Ir/, although /r/ pronounced by them tended
to be weak or inarticulate.

In contrast, the low rated

speech samples made no distinction between /1/ and /r/,
consistently substituting an approximate but ambiguous sound
which was neither /1/ nor /r/ in English for both of them.
Another distinctive feature regarding Ir/ pronunciation was
/r/-dropping, specifically, whether the two groups of speech
samples dropped /r/ when it occurred in a post-vocalic
position within a word.

Whereas the low rated speech

samples dropped /r/ completely when it occurred in a postvocalic position within a word, the high rated speech
samples kept it, except when it occurred in a post-vocalic
position in the middle of a word, although /r/ kept by them
tended to be weak or inarticulate.

For instance, the two

groups of speech samples provided a difference in
pronunciation of words such as "younger" or "later."

The

low rated speech samples showed their pronunciation of these
words as in / '/dr)10/ and /

le

y-to;.

The high rated speech

samples showed their pronunciation as in /

e

/ I y fJ I/.

Furthermore

I

-

y a-v,1av-;

and

when the low rated speech samples

had the word "for," they had a great tendency to not only
drop Ir/ but also add a Japanese vowel /uw/ after /~w/ as in
1f::>WLlV/j.

However, when comparing the pronunciation of such
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words as "first" or "participate," in the middle of which

Ir/ occurs in a post-vocalic position, there was no
distinction made between the high and low rated speech
samples because both of the two groups dropped /r/
completely.

Thus, this /r/-dropping can be one of the

distinctive features if only /r/-ending words are compared;
however, it is also true that the /r/- dropping did not
provide any clues that discriminated between the two groups
of speech samples in other words.
Another consonantal misarticulation, the addition of a
Japanese vowel /uw/ after consonants of a word, was
identified among both the high and low rated speech samples.
The words misarticulated were:
fact,

"people" and "able."

In

the word "people" was misarticulated by only one of

the low rated speech samples with the addition of a Japanese
vowel /uw/ as in /piy puw ruw/.

None of the high rated

speech samples mispronounced this.

The word "able" was

consistently mispronounced as /eybuwruw/ by both the high
and low rated speech samples; however, the Japanese vowel
that two of the high rated speech samples added was not as
prominent as that of the other speech samples.
The last finding about the characteristic of consonant
pronunciation was a distinction between the high and low
rated speech samples in pronunciation of the word "runner."
The word "runner" is used as a very common word among
Japanese people to describe a person who runs for sport or
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pleasure and they pronounce it as/ \~~a; in Japanese.

This

knowledge apparently affected the low rated speech samples'
pronunciation of "runner" because all of them pronounced it
/

as/ \a~a; as found in Japanese while none of the high rated
speech samples showed such mispronunciation and they
consistently pronounced it as /,roV\o Y/.
Thus, this comparison demonstrated some consonants that
distinguished between the high and low rated speech samples
in their features of pronunciation and other consonants that
made no distinction between them.
Vowels:
The high and low rated speech samples were not
differentiated in terms of vowels.

Almost all the speech

samples did not articulate the difference between some
particular vowels and subsumed them under one category.
They substituted a Japanese vowel /a/ for the following
English vowels:
I

aI

;a;

as in "r.Jdn," /e/ as in "marathon,"

as in ".s!,ttract," and /aw/ as in "hour."
The same number of speech samples also showed a

tendency to substitute the Japanese vowel /:) I for English
vowels spelled as

11

0.

11

For example, the speech samples

pronounced "Boston" as /b)st.)V\/ and "kilQmeter" as
Ii<

1

b

m~yfa.;.

One exception noted was that they substituted

the Japanese vowel /:) / for /a/ as in "qu.s!,lifying."
Thus, the pronunciation of vowels of the two groups of
speech samples was characterized by the same tendency to
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consistently misarticulate English vowels as a result of
substituting near equivalent Japanese vowels for them.
Discussion of the Results
The comparison of suprasegmental and phonemic features
between the high and low rated speech samples indicated that
the suprasegmental features,

intonation, stress, and rhythm,

were the most important factors that determined the
intelligibility of Japanese English speech to linguistically
naive native speakers of English.

Consonants were also

important, though not as much as intonation, stress, and
rhythm, and vowels were the least important factor for this
purpose.

The comparison clarified that intonation, stress,

and rhythm were the most prominent features that
distinguished between the two groups of speech samples.

In

other words, in any of the comparisons of intonational,
stress, or rhythmic features between them, the high and low
rated speech samples did not contain any shared aspects
which apparently lumped them under one category.

In

consonants, they also provided the difference between some
consonants in their pronunciation; however, the same type of
mispronunciation was also found among both the high and low
rated speech samples.

This mispronunciation was the factor

which did not give as clear a distinction between the high
and low rated speech samples in consonants as intonation,
stress, and rhythm.

In other words, there was not as close

a correlation between consonants and the ratings of the
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speech samples as between those suprasegmental features and
the ratings of them.

Unlike the three suprasegmentals or

consonants, vowels were characterized by giving small
distinctions between the two groups of speech samples.

What

this finding indicated was that in spite of small
differences between the high and low rated speech samples in
pronunciation of the vowels, the raters were able to assess
them distinctively and accurately.

In other words,

mispronunciation of the vowels did not affect the raters
very much in assessing the degree of the intelligibility of
Japanese English speech.

These findings from the comparison

of suprasegmental and phonemic features between the two
groups of speech samples made it possible to say that
intonation, stress, and rhythm were the most important
factors that closely correlated with the intelligibility of
Japanese English speech to linguistically naive native
speakers of English.
Chapter Five includes a summary and suggestions for
further research.

CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
The purpose of this research was to help determine
which suprasegmental or phonemic variables were either most
or least crucial to native English speakers' perception and
comprehension of English spoken by Japanese speakers of
English.

The researcher focused on variation of

pronunciation by Japanese English speakers of differing
levels of proficiency and investigated the correlation
between their suprasegmental and phonemic features and
intelligibility to linguistically naive native speakers of
English.

The investigator identified the mispronounced

English speech sounds of the Japanese English speakers and
analyzed how these sounds correlated with the English
speakers' perception and comprehension of English by the
Japanese speakers.

The findings will be particularly useful

for teaching English pronunciation to Japanese students
because they will help teachers to deepen their
understanding of suprasegmental and phonemic differences
between the English and Japanese languages and make it
easier to determine the predicted difficult English sounds
for their students.

The findings will also have some

implications for teaching other non-native speakers;
regardless of what linguistic background they have, all nonnative speakers must reach a certain level of suprasegmental
46
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and phonemic accuracy to make themselves intelligible in
English.
Conclusions
The results of this research suggested the following
conclusions:

the suprasegmental features,

intonation,

stress, and rhythm, were the most important factors which
significantly correlated with the intelligibility of
Japanese English speech to linguistically naive native
speakers of English.

Consonants were also important, though

not as much as intonation and rhythm, and vowels were the
least important factor.

Further, the nineteen student

raters unanimously agreed on the speech samples rated
highest or lowest in degree of intelligibility--even though
no criteria were furnished and no training was provided.
Recommendations
Based on the literature covering non-native speakers'
intelligibility and this research, the following
recommendations are made:
1)

This research centered on only female Japanese
English speakers to avoid making the difference in
voice quality between male and female a factor for
the ratings of intelligibility.

Therefore,

additional research should be conducted with a
focus on male Japanese English speakers to see if
the results of this research would also apply to
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male Japanese speakers, or if the voice quality
difference between males and females can affect
the intelligibility of speakers.
2)

In teaching English pronunciation, teachers should
make their students aware of the big differences
in the suprasegmental aspects between English and
their native language and try to put more emphasis
on developing their suprasegmental aspects in
English pronunciation, using appropriate materials
and activities.

3)

Teachers should also make their students aware of
phonemic differences between English and their
native language and identify their mispronounced
English speech sounds to develop their phonemic
intelligibility to native speakers of English.
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KEY:

PHONEMIC SCRIPT USED IN THIS STUDY

Vowels

Consonants

iy

as in beet

p

as in QOt

i

as in bit

t

as in 1,op

ey

as in n_fil)e

k

as in kick

e

as in Ned

b

as in boy

~

as in pack

d

as in dog

a

as in pot

f

as in .fan

'_,

as in bought

V

as in y_ecy

ow

as in boat

s

as in .§.Orne

u

as in book

z

as in ~oom

uw

as in Sue

1

as in 1.ike, be1.itt1.e

a

as in but

r

as in run, erro.r_

'J'j

as in b.QY.

w

as in

aw

as in house

y

as in yayoi

ay

as in 1.

m

as in mum

n

as in nun

h

as in hah

5

as in .§.ugar

g

as in game

;t!.O;t!.

t5

as in church

d)

as in iuilll.e

e

as in thin

0

as in this

V\

as in pifil!
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PASSAGE USED FOR TESTING READING INTELLIGIBILITY
The Boston Marathon
The Boston Marathon was run for the eighty-first time
on 4-18-1977.

About 2500 people participated.

When the

Boston Marathon was run for the first time, it attracted
fifteen participants.
slowly.

The number of participants grew

Usually there were between 250 and 400.

After

1965, the number of participants had increased so much that
qualifying times were introduced in 1970 in order to limit
the number of runners.

In order to enter the Boston

Marathon, you would have to be able to run 42.195 kilometers
in 3 hours if you are a male, forty years old or younger.
You would have to be able to run that distance in 3 hours 30
minutes if you are a female, or if you are a male older than
forty.

See you there!

